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Humanitarian Award 3.5 million treated, introduces children's appliance & unveils
Dr. Bergersen Assessment projecting future growth and development.

(Newswire.net -- July 25, 2017) Winnetka, IL. -- Ultimate Lecture, disruptor and former
Northwestern Dental School Professor comes back to train and educate dentists
and orthodontists to use his system that has treated over 3.5 children around world

addressing improper oral habits with an impact on sleep and the airway to alter and arrest growth and
development. Patented, removable appliances correct these habits for better life-long health.

The 50th. Anniversary Lecture, August 4th. and 5th. at Chicago’s Northwestern University is in tribute to and a
homecoming for genius inventor, professor and 'World Changer.'  Dr. Earl O. Bergersen DDS, MSD, ABO.  Bergersen
has spent decades advancing research and developing highly patented Orthodontic and Orthopedic appliances,
creating a treatment system that targets children between 2- adolescents, to guide and correct habits and health
through the growth phase.

Professor, Bergersen, is back in class this week to train and certify doctors on; The Hottest Topic in the Dental World->
'SLEEP.' 

Bergersen's life-changing treatment is based on innovation
backed with his current 514 US and International Patents. This
lecture embodies exclusive and proprietary elements, of nearly
impossible standards, to meet what dentists and
orthodontists might dream to experience in a continuing education
class. The doors are open for Northwestern Alumni, former dental
students and newly aware doctors and staff to learn the protocol
developed while treating over 3.5 million children around the globe.  SEATS are still available!

50 Year Anniversary Lecture 
August 4th.& 5th. 2017 
8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m. Pritzker School of Law, Aspen Hall
375 E Chicago Ave., Chicago, IL 60611

Dr. Bergersen Reception Dinner
Friday Aug. 4th.  6:00pm to 9:00pm 
Lurie Research Center, Ryan Family Atrium 
303 E. Superior St., Chicago, IL 60611

Register now: UltimateLecture.com  

http://newswire.net/newsroom/pr/00097224-dr-earl-bergersen-recognizing-a-chicago-world-changer.html
58cc6d7075e01
newswire.net


Doctors never stop learning. This lecture includes the case work of
dentists from    across the US and international distributors from several
of the 37 countries that provide this treatment.   Some countries, such as
Finland, have conducted substantial research projects reflecting
sustained results for over a decade.   (The Finland Research is one of
the world's largest orthodontic studies, following children for over 15
years.)

Bergersen has consistently pushed with an organically disruptive force, in
the orthodontic world and never took 'NO' for an answer.  Evidence
based and with the logic of what he saw in his own private orthodontic
practice in Winnetka for 37 years, "Bergersen has become the most
prolific developer of patents since Thomas Edison."  CEO, Leslie

Stevens.  Dr. Bergersen's appliances have been proven to address and correct the underlying conditions or symptoms
of Sleep Disordered Breathing in Children, if they are treated while they are young and still growing.  

Doctors want the cutting-edge technology- to rejuvenate and excite themselves and their practice.   They open their
mind to new advances in the medical field to fire their engines and provide new and better care for their patients.  
 HealthyStart™ will unveil the first ever industry measurement, the Bergersen Assessment Scale,  to project
future dentition based on 50 years of privately held case data.

Another Breakthrough.
Ortho-Tain® HealthyStart™ will introduce the latest in advanced
orthodontic/orthopedic appliances.  The 'Max A™, that directs the
upper arch to move in a forward direction to promote growth, improve
the profile and encourage the development of the airway.  

 

An Education
Leader; The
Ortho-Tain® (1967) HealthyStart™ company has been at it for 50
years, so Happy Anniversary!  Founded by a board-certified and
Angle Orthodontist and 25-year professor at Northwestern
University Dental School, Dr. Earl O. Bergersen DDS, MSD, ABO,
has delivered well over 500 seminars internationally, written an
Orthodontic Text book in Italian, has registered 80 monographs
and has been published over 80 times.  Dr. Bergersen was
President of his Dental Class (1955) Chairman of the Orthodontic

Alumni (1965) and Member of Omicron Kappa Upsilon.  Dr. Bergersen leads in removable appliance development and
in the study of children and Sleep Disordered Breathing.  Bergersen has been producing continuing education courses
for so many years, that according to Ortho-Tain® CEO, Leslie Stevens, the P.A.C.E. program requested that Ortho-
Tain® provide guidance in the development of their program many decades ago.   Dr. Bergersen has consistently
delivered on classes that set the standards for dental and orthodontic excellence and innovation on several continents. 
                                                                                                                   



A once in a life-time tribute to a life-time of
contribution.  The best science and treatment,
become the industry benchmark for the practice
of dentistry. This is continuing education that
cutting edge dentists and orthodontists will invest
in on many levels targeting professional
aspirations and practice goals.  

TheHealthyStart.com  -  844-Kid-Healthy  -
 HealthyStartChild.com  -
 info@TheHealthyStart.com
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Videos

Dr. Marino- A Parent - A Patient- A- Solution 
https://youtu.be/TbidMhMdC6A   (6 minutes)

HealthyStart Child   https://youtu.be/IpaC-dQoCwo   (15 minutes)  

A Parents Overview of Sleep Disordered Breathing and the
HealthyStart™� Treatment. https://youtu.be/Bk4gYOUVS8w  (30
minutes)  

Doctors Are Also Parents With
Testimonials https://youtu.be/raWUNSSEO_k  (4 minutes)
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About Ortho-Tain® HealthyStart™

<Please fill out "Company Description">



Ortho-Tain® HealthyStart™

950 Green Bay Rd.
Winnetka, IL. 60093
United States
844-543-4325
info@TheHealthyStart.com
http://TheHealthyStart.com
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